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Archaeoastronomy (also spelled archeoastronomy) is the study of how people in the past "have understood
the phenomena in the sky, how they used these phenomena and what role the sky played in their cultures".
Clive Ruggles argues it is misleading to consider archaeoastronomy to be the study of ancient astronomy, as
modern astronomy is a scientific discipline, while archaeoastronomy considers ...
Archaeoastronomy - Wikipedia
The term "week" is sometimes expanded to refer to other time units comprising a few days, such as the
nundinal cycle of the ancient Roman calendar, the "work week", or "school week" referring only to the days
spent on those activities.
Week - Wikipedia
La historia de la arqueoastronomÃ-a. En su historia corta de la 'Astro-arqueologÃ-a' John Michell argumentÃ³
que el status de la investigaciÃ³n en la astronomÃ-a antigua habÃ-a mejorado en los Ãºltimos dos siglos,
yendo de "la locura a la herejÃ-a, a la nociÃ³n interesante y finalmente a las puertas de la ortodoxia".
ArqueoastronomÃ-a - Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS (Egypt/ANE) Compiled for the Egyptologists' Electronic Forum (EEF).
version 38 (March 2011) Below you may find current abbreviations of magazine names and abbreviations of
much used reference works:
Bibliographical Abbreviations (EEF) - egyptologyforum.org
The zodiac (Greek: Î¶oÎ´Î¹Î±ÎºÏŒÏ‚, zÅ•diakos) is the term used to describe the circle of twelve 30Â° divisions
of celestial longitude that are centred upon the ecliptic - the path of the sun. The term zodiac derives from
Latin zÅ•diacus, which in its turn comes from the Greek Î¶oÎ´Î¹Î±ÎºoÏ‚ ...
The Origin of the Zodiac. - Ancient-Wisdom
The Pleistocene Coalition is a group of researchers challenging the tenets of mainstream scientific agendas
which are promoted despite empirical data to the contrary. Pleistocene Coalition News
The Pleistocene Coalition
Map created by reddit user edtheredted using thetruesize.com While it doesnâ€™t look it, Africa is big, really
big. In fact, Africaâ€™s true size is 30 million square km, just under twice the size of Russia or bigger than
Canada, the United States and China put together!
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